Performing local extension from pseudoconcave boundaries along Levi-Hartogs figures and building a Morse-theoretical frame for the global control of monodromy, we establish a version of the Hartogs extension theorem which is valid in singular complex spaces (and currently not available by means of q techniques), namely: For every domain W of an ðn À 1Þ-complete normal complex space of pure dimension n f 2, and for every compact set K H W such that WnK is connected, holomorphic or meromorphic functions in WnK extend holomorphically or meromorphically to W. Assuming that X is reduced and globally irreducible, but not necessarily normal, and that the regular part ½WnK reg is connected, we also show that meromorphic functions on WnK extend meromorphically to W.
§1. Introduction
The goal of the present article is to establish a Hartogs extension theorem-known until now on complex manifolds-in normal singular complex spaces which enjoy appropriate convexity conditions. For local extensional steps, we apply geometric constructions that are closely related to the Andreotti-Grauert bump method developed since the 1980's by Henkin and Leiterer ([15] , cf. also [25] ). For the global topological control of monodromy-a new feature, compared to the classical k-concavity theory-we push forward the Morse-theoretical frame introduced recently in [27] .
In its original form, the theorem states that in an arbitrary bounded domain W T C n ðn f 2Þ, every compact set K H W with WnK connected is an illusory singularity for holomorphic functions, namely OðWnKÞ ¼ OðWÞj WnK (for history, motivations and background, we refer e.g. to [16] , [31] , [32] ). By now, the shortest proof, due to Ehrenpreis, follows easily from the simple proposition that q-cohomology with compact support vanishes in bidegre ð0; 1Þ (see [18] ). Along these lines and after results due to Kohn-Rossi, the Hartogs theorem was generalized to ðn À 1Þ-complete complex manifolds by Andreotti-Hill [2] , i.e. manifolds exhausted by a C y function whose Levi-form has at least 2 positive eigenvalues at every point. We also refer to [23] for an approach via the holomorphic Plateau boundary problem.
To endeavor the theory in general singular complex spaces ðX ; O X Þ, it is at present advisable to look for methods avoiding global q techniques, as well as global integral kernels, because such tools are not yet available. The geometric Hartogs theory was attacked long ago by Rothstein, who introduced the notion of q-convexity. On the other hand, within the modern sheaf-theoretic setting, the so-called Andreotti-Grauert theory ( [1] , [15] , [24] ) allows to perform extension (of holomorphic functions, of di¤erentials forms, of coherent sheaves, etc.) from shell-like regions of the form fz A X : a < rðzÞ < bg into their inside fz A X : rðzÞ < bg, where r is a fixed ðn À 1Þ-convex exhaustion function for X . Geometrically speaking, one performs holomorphic extension by means of the Grauert bump method through the level sets of r in the direction of decreasing values, jumping finitely many times across the critical points of r.
However, a satisfying, complete generalization of the Hartogs theorem should apply to general excised bounded domains WnK lying in an ðn À 1Þ-complete complex space ðX ; O X Þ, not only to shells fa < r < bg relative to the ðn À 1Þ-convex exhaustion function. But then, after perturbing and smoothing out qW, one must unavoidably take account of the critical points of rj qW and also of the possible multi-sheetedness of the intermediate stepwise extensions. This causes considerably more delicate topological problems than in the well known Grauert bump method, in which monodromy of the holomorphic (or meromorphic, or sheaf-theoretic) extensions from fa < r < bg to fa 0 < r < bg with a 0 < a is almost freely assured1), even across critical points of r. Considering simply a domain W T C n ðn f 2Þ, with obvious exhaustion rðzÞ :¼ kzk, the classical Hartogs theorem based on analytic discs and on Morse theory was worked out in [27] , where emphasis was put on rigor in order to provide with firm grounds the subsequent works on the subject. The essence of the present article is to transfer such an approach to ðn À 1Þ-complete general complex spaces, where q techniques are still lacking, with some new di‰culties due to the singularities. Another current, active direction of research studies extension phenomena related to the geometry of the target space, see e.g. [19] . §2. Statement of the results Thus, let ðX ; O X Þ be a reduced complex analytic space of pure dimension n f 2. We will use open covers X ¼ S j A J U j together with holomorphic isomorphisms j j : U j ! A j onto some closed complex analytic sets A j contained in ballsB B j H C N j , some N j f 2. By definition ( [8] , [13] ), a C y function f :
A real-valued continuous function r on X is an exhaustion function if sublevel sets fz A X : rðzÞ < cg are relatively compact in X for every c A R. A C y function r : X ! R is called strongly q-convex if the C y ambient r r j :B B j ! R can be chosen to be strongly q-convex, i.e. their Levi-forms iqqðr r j Þ have at least N j À q þ 1 positive eigenvalues at every point, for all j A J. Finally2), X is called q-complete if it possesses a C y strongly q-convex exhaustion function. Note that the 1-complete spaces are precisely the Stein spaces.
1) The reader is referred to point (2) of the proof of Prosition 4.1 below and to Figure 3 in Section 4 for an illustration of the concerned univalent extension argument.
2) The previous definitions are known to be independent of the choices-covering, embeddings j j , dimensions N j , extensions e ðÞ ðÞ, see [8] , [10] , [13] .
We will mainly work with a normal ðn À 1Þ-complete X , and we recall that a reduced complex space ðX ; O X Þ is normal if the sheaf of weakly holomorphic functions, namely functions defined and holomorphic on the regular part X reg ¼ X nX sing which are L y loc on X , coincides with the complete sheaf O X of holomorphic functions on X . Then X sing is of codimension f 2 at every point of X ( [8] , [13] 
Some comments on the hypotheses are in order. Firstly, connectedness of X is not a restriction, since otherwise, W would be contained in a single component of X . Secondly, as X is ðn À 1Þ-complete, iqqðrj X reg Þ has at least 2 positive eigenvalues at every point z A X reg , and consequently, each super-level set fz A X : rðzÞ > cg; has a pseudoconcave boundary at every smooth point z A X reg with drðzÞ 3 0 and in fact, the Levi-form of this boundary has at least one negative eigenvalue at z. Thirdly, by a theorem of Ohsawa ([28]), every (connected) n-dimensional noncompact complex manifold is n-complete, and in fact, easy examples show that Hartogs extension may fail: take the product X :¼ R Â S of two Riemann surfaces, with R compact and S noncompact, take a point s A S and set K :¼ R Â fsg; by [9] , there exists a meromorphic function having a pole of order 1 at s, whence OðX Þ does not extend through K. Consequently, in the category of strong Levi-form assumptions, ðn À 1Þ-convexity is sharp.
For the theorem, the main strategy of proof consists of performing holomorphic or meromorphic extension entirely within the regular part of X . 3) The first statement yields immediately that every point z A X has a neighborhood basis ðV k Þ k A N such that X reg X V k is connected; also, X reg itself is connected as soon as X is so. The second statement is known as Levi's extension theorem ( [11] , p. 185).
Notice that both ½WnK reg and W reg are connected (footnote 3). Then by (2.1), extension immediately holds to W. This yields Theorem 2.2 if one takes the proposition for granted; Sections 3 and 4 below are devoted to prove this proposition.
For meromorphic extension, one could in principle well avoid the assumption of normality. In the case of meromorphic extension, we get a general result valid for reduced spaces without further local assumptions.
Theorem 2.4. Let X be a globally irreducible ðn À 1Þ-complete reduced complex space of pure dimension n f 2. Then for every domain W H X and every compact set K H W with ½WnK reg connected, meromorphic functions on WnK extend meromorphically and uniquely to W:
If moreover the data lie in O X ðWnKÞ, the extension is weakly holomorphic.
The proof, also relying upon an application of Proposition 2.3, is postponed to Section 5; an example in §5.1 shows that requiring only that WnK is connected does not su‰ce.
For the proposition, the main di‰culty is that X sing can in general cross WnK. We will approach X sing from the regular part and fill in progressively W reg by means of the superlevel sets of a suitable modification m of the exhaustion r, such that m is still strongly ðn À 1Þ-convex but exhausts only X reg in a neighborhood of W. To verify that the extension procedure devised in [27] To this aim, we pick finitely many disjoint closed simple C y arcs g 1 ; . . . ; g r which meetM M transversally only at their endpoints such thatM M W g 1 W Á Á Á W g r is connected. Since WnK is connected, we can insure that each g k is contained in WnK.
We can then modifyM M in the following way: we cut out a very small ball inM M around each endpoint of every g k , and we link up the connected components of the excised hypersurface with r thin tubes F R Â S 2nÀ2 almost parallel to the g k , smoothing out the corners appearing near the endpoints. The resulting hypersurface M is C y and connected. Since each g k is either contained inŴ W WM M or in R 2n nŴ W, a new open set D with qD ¼ M is obtained by either deleting fromŴ W or adding toŴ W the thin tube around each g k . All the tubes around the g k which are contained in R 2n nŴ W constitute thin open tunnels between the components ofŴ W, whence D is connected.
On a general complex space X , the idea is to embed a neighborhood of K smoothly into some Euclidean space R N and then to proceed similarly.
We can assume that the holomorphic isomorphisms f j : U j ! A j HB B j H C N j are defined in slightly larger open sets U 0 j U U j , for all j A J. Pick C y functions l j having compact support in U 0 j and satisfying l j ¼ 1 on U j ; prolong them to be 0 on X outside U 0 j . Let W 0 T W be an open neighborhood of K. By compactness, there is a finite open cover:
Furthermore, we claim that C separates points. Indeed, if we set
Then x belongs to some U j k , so l j k ðxÞ ¼ 1. If l j k ðyÞ 3 1, then CðyÞ 3 CðxÞ and we are done. If l j k ðyÞ ¼ 1, i.e. if y A W j k , then the j k -th component of C distinguishes x from y, since
We choose a regularized distance function d CðKÞ for CðKÞ in R N . We stratify X so that X reg is the single largest stratum (remind it is connected) and then stratify X sing bŷ
Connectifying the smoothed out boundary listing all connected components of ½X sing reg , then continuing with ½X sing sing , and so on inductively. By Sard's theorem and the stratified transversality theorem ( [17] ), for almost every e > 0, the intersectioñ
is a C y real hypersurface of CðW reg Þ having finitely many connected components which are contained in Cð½WnK reg Þ. LetM M :¼ C À1 ðM MÞ be the preimage. Importantly, we can construct the thin connecting tubes as above so that they lie all entirely inside ½WnK reg , thanks to the fact that W reg is locally (arcwise) connected, also near points of CðW sing Þ. Then the remaining arguments are the same and we get a domain D with K H D T W. (We remark that normality of X was crucially used.) r
As we said, we will perform the filling procedure entirely inside X reg . This is possible thanks to an idea of Demailly which consists of modifying the initial exhaustion r so that X sing is put at Ày. A recent application of this idea also appears in [7] .
3.3. Putting X sing into a well. By [4] , Lemma 5, there exists an almost plurisubharmonic function4) v on X which is C y on X reg and has poles along X sing :
as the zero-set fg j; n ¼ 0g of finitely many functions g j; n holomorphic in a neighborhood of the closure ofB B j , the local ambientṽ v j :
Thus, locally on eachB B j , the function v we pick from [4] is of the form:
v v j ¼ũ u j þr r j ;
withũ u j strictly psh, C y onB B j n½A j sing , equal to fÀyg on ½A j sing and with a remainderr r j which is C y on the whole ofB B j . Notice that eachṽ v j is L y loc .
3.4. Modified strongly (n C 1)-convex exhaustion function m. Pick a constant C > 0 such that max 5) In addition, a regularized maximum function ( [4] ) is used to smoothly glue these di¤erent definitions on all finite intersections A j1 X Á Á Á X A jm and the formula given here is exact on a sub-ballC C j HB B j .
is C y on X reg and satisfies:
(c) m is strongly ðn À 1Þ-convex in a neighborhood of fr e Cg.
Proof. Property (b) holds provided only that e <
. Furthermore, (a) is clear since r is C y and since X sing ¼ fv ¼ Àyg. To check (c), we compute Levi-forms as ð1; 1Þ-forms:
Here, eiqqũ u j adds positivity to iqqr r j (sinceũ u j is psh), whereas the negative contribution due to iqqr r j is bounded from below on fr e 2Cg, and consequently, e > 0 can be chosen small enough so that iqqm m j still has 2 eigenvalues > 0 at every point. r
In the next section, while applying the holomorphic extension procedure of [27] , we shall have to insure that the extensional domains attached to M from either the outside or the inside cannot go beyond fr e Cg. So we have to prepare in advance the curvature of the limit hypersurface fr ¼ Cg X X reg .
Enlarging C of an arbitrarily small increment if necessary, we can assume (thanks to Sard's theorem) that C is a regular value of rj X reg , so that Here, q 7 ! E q might well be discontinuous, but this shall not cause any trouble in the sequel.
Proof. Each p A fr ¼ Cg is contained in some U jð pÞ , whence r is represented by an ambient functionr r jð pÞ :B B jð pÞ ! R whose Levi-form has at least N jð pÞ À n þ 2 eigenvalues > 0. By diagonalizing the Levi matrix iqqr r jð pÞ at the central point ofB B jð pÞ , we may easily define, in some small open sub-ballC C jð pÞ HB B jð pÞ having the same center, a C y family7 !F Fof complex ðN jð pÞ À n þ 2Þ-dimensional a‰ne subspaces such that the Leviform ofr r jð pÞ is positive definite on everyF F, for everyAC C jð pÞ .
Next, if we set V jð pÞ :¼ j À1
jð pÞ ðC C jð pÞ Þ, which is an open subset of U jð pÞ , we can cover the compact set fr ¼ Cg by finitely many V jð pÞ , hence there is a finite number of points p a , a ¼ 1; . . . ; A, such that
According to (3.6), on eachC C jð p a Þ , a ¼ 1; . . . ; A, we have:
iqqm m jð p a Þ ¼ iqqr r jð p a Þ þ eiqqũ u jð p a Þ þ eiqqr r jð p a Þ :
We choose e > 0 so small that the remainder eiqqr r jð p a Þ does not perturb positivity onC C jð p a Þ for every a ¼ 1; . . . ; A, and we get that iqqm m jð p a Þ is still positive onF Ffor everyAC C jð p a Þ , and every a ¼ 1; . . . ; A.
Let q A fr ¼ Cg X X reg . Then q A V jð p a Þ for some a. We set:¼ j jð p a Þ ðqÞ AC C jð p a Þ and we define:
Then the complex linear spacesF Fand F q are at least of dimension 2 and the Levi-form of m is positive on any 1-dimensional subspace E q H F q X T c q L. r
Next, applying Morse transversality theory, we may perturb m in X reg X fr < 2Cg in an arbitrarily small way, so that6):
(e) m is a Morse function on X reg X fr < 2Cg having finitely many or at most countably many critical points; moreover, di¤erent critical points of m are located in di¤erent level sets fm ¼ cg.
Of course, if they are infinite in number, critical values can only accumulate at Ày. Similarly, we may perturb r very slightly near fr ¼ Cg so that:
(f) The C y hypersurface fr ¼ Cg X X reg does not contain any critical point of m.
Finally, again thanks to Morse transversality theory, we may perturb the connected C y hypersurface M H qD of Lemma 3.2 in an arbitrarily small way so that7):
(g) M does not contain critical points of m, and mj M is a Morse function on M having finitely many or at most countably many critical points; moreover, any two di¤erent critical points of m or of mj M have di¤erent critical values.
We draw a diagram, where X sing is symbolically represented as a continuous broken line having spikes, with a level-set fm ¼ĉ cg which is critical for mj M and a single critical pointp p A M X fm ¼ĉ cg. For c A R, we introduce
This open set is contained in X reg , since X sing ¼ fm ¼ Àyg. For every connected component M 0 m>c of
we want to fill in (by means of a finite number of families of analytic discs) a certain domain Q 0 m>c which is enclosed by M 0 m>c inside fm > cg. Similarly as in [27] , Proposition 5.3, we must consider all the connected components M 0 m>c and analyze the combinatorics of how they merge or disappear.
Let VðMÞ be a thin tubular neighborhood of M, whose thinness shrinks to zero while approaching X sing . For every connected component M 0 m>c of M m>c , we denote by VðM 0 m>c Þ m>c the part of VðMÞ around M 0 m>c again intersected with fm > cg. It is a connected tubular neighborhood of M 0 m>c inside fm > cg. Proof. We only describe the modifications one must bring to the arguments of [27] . (1) The Levi-form of the compact C y boundary fm ¼ cg of the super-level set fm > cg (contained in X reg ) has 1 negative eigenvalue, so that the Levi extension theorem with analytic discs (cf. the survey [26] ) applies at each point of fm ¼ cg. In [27] , Section 3, we defined ðn À aÞ-concave Hartogs figures for 1 e a e n À 1, but we used only 1-concave ones, because the Levi-form of exterior of spheres fkzk < rg in C n had ðn À 1Þ negative eigenvalues. Here, we start from ðn À 1Þ-concave Hartogs figures, we modify them similarly as in [27] , Section 3 (details are skipped) and we call them ðn À 1Þ-concave Levi-Hartogs figures.
Next, we use a finite number of these figures, via some local charts of X reg , to cover fm ¼ cg and to show that holomorphic8) (or meromorphic) functions in fm > cg extend to a slightly deeper super-level set fm > c À hg (provided no critical point of m or of mj M is encountered in the shell fc f m > c À hg), for some h > 0 which depends on X , on n, on m, but not on c.
(2) Contrary to the C n case treated in [27] , m may have critical points on X reg . Grauert's theory shows how to jump across them with q techniques, and we summarize how we can proceed here9), using only analytic discs in Levi-Hartogs figures.
Consider a pointp p A X reg which is critical: dmðp pÞ ¼ 0, and setĉ c :¼ mðp pÞ. The Morse lemma provides local real coordinates centered atp p in which
for some k. Since iqqm has at least 2 positive eigenvalues everywhere, k is f 2. This is a crucial fact, because this implies that super-level sets fm >ĉ c þ dg are all connected10) in a neighborhood ofp p, for every d A R close to 0, and moreover, that these domains grow regularly and continuously as d decreases from positive values to negative values. Since the configuration is always local and biholomorphic to C n ðn ¼ dim X reg Þ and since holomorphic envelopes coincide with meromorphic envelopes in C n , meromorphic functions enjoy exactly the same extension properties. Thus, in [27] , results stated for holomorphic functions are immediately true for meromorphic functions too.
9) We emphasize that, from the point of view of holomorphic extension, jumping across critical points of m on X reg is much simpler than jumping across critical points of mj M , cf. the C n case [27] . 10) In R 3 already, this is true for the ''exterior'' x 2 þ y 2 À z 2 > d of the standard cone.
Next, we fix a ballB B centered atp p and we cut out a small neighborhoodÛ U HB B ofp p. IfV V HÛ U is a small neighborhood, we consider the C y hypersurface
Placing finitely many ðn À 1Þ-concave Levi-Hartogs figures at points of this hypersurface, we get a holomorphic or meromorphic extension to m >ĉ c À h 2
Repeating the filling process finitely many times until
does not intersectB B, where k is an odd integer, we fill inB BnÛ U. At each step, monodromy of the extension is assured thanks to connectedness of fm >ĉ c þ dgnÛ U, for every small d A R. However, we cannot fill inÛ U directly this way.
The trick is to shiftp p. One introduces a C y perturbation m 0 of m localized nearp p (namely m 0 ¼ m elsewhere) such that m 0 has another critical pointp p 0 (having the same Morse index of course), with corresponding neighborhoods disjoint:Û U XÛ U 0 ¼ j and both contained inB B XB B 0 . We repeat the Levi-Hartogs filling with m 0 , getting holomorphic or mero-
Monodromy is again well controlled, just because topologically,B BnÛ U andB B 0 nÛ U 0 are complete shells.
(3) We prove the proposition by decreasing c. Provided c does not cross critical values of mj M , the domains Q 0 m>c do grow regularly and continuously, even when c crosses critical values of m, according to what has been said just above. At a critical valueĉ c of mj M , for a domain Q m>ĉ c whose closure contains the corresponding unique critical pointp p A M, similarly as in [27] , three cases may occur:
(i) The domain Q 0 m>ĉ cþd grows regularly and continuously as d decreases in a neighborhood of 0.
(ii) Precisely when d becomes negative, the domain Q 0 m>ĉ cþd is merged with a second domain Q 00 m>ĉ cþd whose closure also containsp p for d ¼ 0 (the case of three domains or more never occurs).
(iii) The domain Q 0 m>ĉ cþd is contained in a bigger domain Q 00 m>ĉ cþd for all small d > 0, and exactly at d ¼ 0, the closure of the domain Q 0 m>ĉ c is subtracted from Q 00 m>ĉ c , yielding a new domain Q 000 m>ĉ c which starts to grow regularly and continuously as Q 000 m>ĉ cþd for small d < 0.
We then check by decreasing induction on c that such domains are relatively compact and are either disjoint or one is contained in the other, and we achieve extension by means of ðn À 1Þ-concave Levi-Hartogs figures similarly as in [27] . But here, a single fact remains to be established, namely that the domains Q 0 m>c remain all contained inside the relatively compact region fr < Cg. This is true at the beginning of the filling process, namely for c slightly smaller than max M ðmÞ, because M m>c is then di¤eomorphic to a small spherical cap (hence connected) and the relatively compact domain enclosed by M m>c in X m>c nM m>c is just the piece D m>c of D, which is di¤eomorphic to a thin cut out piece of ball close to M and clearly contained in fr < Cg, since D W M H fr < Cg by (a).
To prove that all Q 0 m>c are contained in fr < Cg, we proceed by contradiction. Let c Ã be first c (as c decreases) for which some Q 0 m>c is not contained in fr < Cg. In the process described above of constructing the domains Q 0 m>c , the only discontinuity occurs in (iii) and it consists of a suppression. Consequently, the domains Q 0 m>c cannot jump discontinuously across fr ¼ Cg, hence at c ¼ c Ã (which might be either critical or noncritical), all Q 0 m>c Ã are still contained in fr e Cg and the boundary of at least one domain, say Q Ã m>c Ã , touches the C y border hypersurface fr ¼ Cg X X reg .
On the other hand, by definition and by construction, for each c, the boundary of each Q 0 m>c consists of two parts: M 0 m>c , which is contained in M, hence remains always in fr < Cg, together with a certain closed region R 0 m¼c W N 0 m¼c contained in fm ¼ cg, with R 0 m¼c open and N 0 m¼c being the boundary in fm ¼ cg of R 0 m¼c . In fact, similarly as in [27] , Section 5, R 0 m¼c is always contained in fm ¼ cgnM and N 0 m¼c , always contained in M X fm ¼ cg is a C y real submanifold of X reg of codimension 2 provided c is noncritical for mj M , while N 0 m¼c may have as a single singular (corner) pointp p for c ¼p p critical. But since N 0 m¼c is a subset of M X fm ¼ cg, it is always contained in fr < Cg.
Consequently, the boundary of Q Ã m>c Ã can touch fr ¼ Cg only at some point p Ã A R Ã m¼c Ã . So we have mðp Ã Þ ¼ c Ã and rðp Ã Þ ¼ C, namely p Ã lies in fm ¼ c Ã g and on the C y hypersurface fr ¼ Cg.
By (f) above, p Ã A fr ¼ Cg cannot be a critical point of m, whence fm ¼ c Ã g and fr ¼ Cg are both C y real hypersurfaces passing through p Ã . Furthermore, fm f c Ã g is still contained in fr e Cg, by definition of c Ã , whence T p Ã fr ¼ Cg
Thanks to (d), there is a complex line On the other hand, since fÀm < Àc Ã g is contained in fr < Cg, the Levi-form of Àm in the direction of E p Ã should then be f the Levi-form of r in the same direction. This is a contradiction, and the proof that all Q 0 m>c remain in fr < Cg is completed. This finishes our proof of Proposition 4.1. r 4.2. End of proof of Proposition 2.3. As in [27] , Section 2, one checks that extension holds from ½WnK reg to W reg provided holomorphic or meromorphic functions defined in the thin tubular neighborhood VðMÞ of M H X reg do extend uniquely to D reg W VðMÞ. So we work with M, VðMÞ and D reg , and since everything is exhausted as c ! Ày, the conclusion of the proof of Proposition 2.3 is an immediate consequence of the following. Proof. Near p 1 , this domain already contains a piece of D thanks to Lemma 4.4. From the beginning, M is oriented, since it bounds the domain D. Thus, we can push g slightly inside D, getting a curve g K almost parallel to g which is entirely contained in D, and also contained in fm > c 0 g if the push is su‰ciently small. Furthermore, g K is also entirely contained in Q 0 m>c 0 , because the extensional domain Q 0 m>c 0 is, at least near p 1 , located on the same side (with respect to M) as D.
Let D @ m>c be any connected component of D m>c . By construction, g K visits D @ m>c . Thus, every point of D @ m>c may be joined to some point of g K by means of some auxiliary C y curve running in D @ m>c . All such auxiliary curves do not meet M, hence they do not meet M 0 m>c 0 , whence they all run in Q 0 m>c 0 . Consequently, by means of g K and of the auxiliary curves in each D @ m>c , we may connect, without crossing M even once, every point of D m>c with the starting point of g K , contained in Q 0 m>c 0 near p 1 . Thus D m>c is e¤ectively contained in Q 0 m>c 0 . r 
This makes it easy to check that the function jz 1 þ 1j 2 þ jz 1 À 1j 2 þ jz 2 j 2 descends to a 1-convex exhaustion of X via the quotient projection p : C 2 ! X . Letting W :¼ X and K :¼ pðfjz 1 þ 1j 2 þ jz 2 j 2 ¼ 1gÞ, we see that WnK is connected. Furthermore, OðWnKÞ consists of all functions holomorphic in C 2 nfjz 1 þ 1j 2 þ jz 2 j 2 ¼ 1g which satisfy f ðÀ1; 0Þ ¼ f ðþ1; 0Þ. Then obviously, the conclusion of Theorem 2.4 does not hold. Extension across W sing X K is slightly more complicated than in the normal case due to the fact that W sing may have components of codimension one. Let p :X X ! X be the normalization of X . Let X norm be the set of the normal points of X . Recall that p restricts to a biholomorphism on p À1 ðX norm Þ. Topologically, p is a local homeomorphism over irreducible points of X and separates the irreducible local components at reducible points. For every open U H X , settingÛ U ¼ p À1 ðUÞ, we have a canonical isomorphism p Ã : M X ðUÞ ! MX X ðÛ UÞ ( [11] , p. 155). Hence it is enough to extend from MX X ðŴ WnLÞ to MX X ðŴ WÞ, whereŴ W :¼ p À1 ðWÞ and L :¼ p À1 ðW sing X KÞ.
By the Levi extension theorem, we can extend through all points of z A L with dim z p À1 ðW sing Þ e n À 2. Let H be an irreducible component of W sing of codimension one. Since dimŴ W sing e n À 2, it follows thatĤ H 0 :¼ p À1 ðHÞ XŴ W reg is dense, open and connected inĤ H ¼ p À1 ðHÞ. Because X is ðn À 1Þ-convex, it cannot contain any compact analytic hypersurface according to Lemma 5.3 just below, and H has to intersect WnK. For dimensional reasons,Ĥ H 0 intersects ½p À1 ðWnKÞ reg , and we can apply the following version of the Levi extension theorem for complex manifolds ( [12] ): Let Y be an analytic subset of a complex manifold of M of codimension at least one. If U H M is a domain containing MnY and intersecting each irreducible one-codimensional component of Y , then holo-/meromorphic functions on U extend holo-/meromorphically to M.
The remaining part of the singularity lies inŴ W sing and can be removed by the Levi extension theorem. If the original function on WnK is holomorphic, the extension onŴ W is so too, and its push-forward to W is weakly holomorphic. The proof of Theorem 2.4 is complete. r Lemma 5.3. An ðn À 1Þ-convex complex space X of pure dimension n cannot contain any analytic hypersurface Y which is compact.
Proof. Let r be an ðn À 1Þ-convex exhaustion function. Let ðU j Þ j A J be a locally finite covering of X by open subsets which can be embedded onto analytic subsets A j of euclidean domainsB B j H C N j such that the push-forward of r extends as an ðn À 1Þ-convex functionr r j A C y ðB B j Þ. By an inductive deformation of r, we may arrange that allr r j can be chosen to be Morse functions without critical points on A j .
If there is a compact analytic hypersurface Y H X , then rj Y attains a global maximum at some point z 0 A Y . We can assume that z 0 lies in some ballB B j , we denote by E j H A j HB B j H C N j the local representative of Y and we drop the index j, because the rest of the argument is local. By construction fz :r rðzÞ ¼r rðz 0 Þg is a smooth ðn À 1Þ-convex real hypersurface such that E H fr r er rðz 0 Þg. Bending this hypersurface a little, we can arrange that E is in fact contained in fr r <r rðz 0 Þg W fz 0 g near z 0 . By ðn À 1Þ-convexity ofr r, there is a piece L of a small ðN À n þ 1Þ-dimensional complex plane passing through z 0 and contained in the complex tangent plane T c z 0 fr r ¼r rðz 0 Þg on which the Levi-form iqqr r is positive. Thus L is contained in fr r >r rðz 0 Þg W fz 0 g and has a contact of order exactly two with fr r ¼r rðz 0 Þg at z 0 . Furthermore, if we pick a nonzero vector v A T z 0 C N which points into fr > rðz 0 Þg, the translates L :¼ L þ ev do all lie in fr > rðz 0 Þg for every small e > 0, whence L e X E is empty. But given that L 0 X Y ¼ fz 0 g 3 j, this contradicts the persistence, under perturbation, of the intersection of two complex analytic sets of complementary dimensions in C N . The lemma is proved. r
